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Abstract: Direct lightning strokes account for a large proportion of line faults. Lightning faults can be
classified into several kinds, and the corresponding protection methods differ. The type of these lightning
faults should be identified to establish targeted measures against lightning and improve lightning
protection design. In this study, a non-contact multi-physical parameter lightning monitoring system is
proposed. The voltage of the insulator string and the lightning grounding current of the transmission
tower are chosen as two physical parameters to show the characteristic quantities of different lightning
stroke types. These physical parameters are captured using a non-contact overvoltage sensor installed at
the cross arm of the tower and several parallel Rogowski coils installed at the tower ground supports.
An equivalent electromagnetic transient model of a 110 kV transmission line is developed to identify
features of the signals under different lightning strokes. Based on time-domain and wavelet transform
modulus maxima (WTMM) analyses, the polarity of insulator voltage, the polarity of tower current,
and the mutation polarity of tower current when insulators flashover are extracted as characteristic
quantities of polarity discrimination. Six kinds of direct lightning strokes can be identified based on the
polarity discrimination method considering the lightning stroke point and the lightning current polarity.
The identification method is verified by simulation data and application to an actual example.
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1. Introduction

Power transmission lines are an important part of a power system. Operating experience and
statistical data show that direct strokes account for a large proportion of line faults [1–4]. Thus,
enhancing lightning protection for power transmission lines is highly significant for the safety and
stability of a power system. Direct strokes can be classified into two kinds, namely, shielding failure
and back flashover. These stroke faults have distinct mechanisms, development rules, and waveform
characteristics. Different protection methods should be used according to the type of the lightning
stroke fault. These stroke faults should be identified to efficiently adopt targeted measures against
lightning and improve lightning protection design [5–10].

In engineering, lightning faults are identified mainly through the lightning current amplitude
obtained from lightning location systems and the insulator situations observed by engineers. However,
location error and misjudgment usually happen owing to the restricted precision of the system and
different knowledge of engineers. Many researchers have looked into the identification of different
lightning stroke faults. Zhou et al. [11] identified lightning stroke faults through Rogowski coils installed
on the brackets of grounding lines and insulator strings. The magnitude of lightning current in the
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insulator strings and brackets of grounding lines varied under different lightning stroke types. Hence,
shielding failure and back flashover were observed. Okabe et al. [12] used a high-speed camera to record
the lightning stroke process. The lightning stroke point and situation of insulator string observed by
the camera were used to identify different lightning stroke faults. Sima et al. [13,14] used a transformer
bushing tap sensor to capture lightning overvoltage signals. Mathematical methods such as the wavelet
energy spectrum matrix similarity degree, polarity of maxima modulus, and morphological pattern
spectrums were employed to extract the feature parameters of different lightning stroke faults. Hence,
different lightning stroke faults can be identified based on their feature parameters. However, for the
methods mentioned above, only one physical parameter (i.e., lightning current, lightning voltage,
or lightning image) was adopted to extract the feature parameters of a lightning stroke, thereby lacking
comprehensiveness in describing the process of lightning stroke and failing to show the relation between
lightning overvoltage and lightning current when a lightning stroke occurred. A power system should
not be energized when monitoring facilities such as Rogowski coils or high-speed cameras are installed,
which reduces the reliability of power supply. The lightning overvoltage data analyzed by Sima were
obtained from substations and not from transmission lines. The waveforms were easily affected by the
multi-reflection between the busbars and impulse corona and can no longer be adjusted for identification.

To address such limitations, this study proposes a non-contact multi-physical parameter acquisition
method to identify different lightning stroke faults. The relation between lightning overvoltage and
lightning current can be clearly determined, and the power system can be energized during the
installation of the monitoring facilities. The voltage of the insulator string and the grounding current of
the transmission tower are chosen as two physical parameters to show the characteristic quantities of
different lightning stroke types. These physical parameters are captured using a capacitive coupling
overvoltage sensor installed at the cross arm of the tower and four parallel Rogowski coils installed at
the tower ground supports. Based on time-domain theory and wavelet transform modulus maxima
(WTMM) theory, the polarity of insulator voltage, the polarity of tower current, and the mutation polarity
of tower current during the insulators flashover construct the characteristic parameters for polarity
discrimination. The proposed method extracts only the polarity characteristics of the signal and does
not depend on the detailed features of the lightning surge wave front. The algorithm is simple and
intuitive, with the strong anti-interference capability and low misjudgment rate. The identification
method is verified by simulation data and is applied to an actual example.

2. Configuration of the Non-Contact Lighting Monitoring System

2.1. Non-Contact Overvoltage Sensor

The non-contact overvoltage sensor uses the stray capacitance C1 between the overhead
transmission line and the sensor board as a high-voltage arm capacitor [15–20]. A capacitor is connected
as a low-voltage arm capacitor. The overvoltage signal passes through the matching resistor and
is then transmitted along the coaxial cable to the data acquisition system (Figure 1a). The divider ratio
is expressed as

K =
C1 + C2

C1
, (1)

where C1 is the high-voltage arm, C2 is the low-voltage arm, and k is the divider ratio. The value of C1

can be estimated by the following equation:

C1 = 1/
∫ h

0

dz
ε(2r + (h− z)(b− 2r)/h)(a + (l − a)/h)

, (2)

where r is the radius of the transmission line, l is the length of the transmission line, a is the length of
the sensor plate, b is the width of the sensor plate, and h is the maximum distance between the sensor
plate and the transmission line (Figure 1b). Figure 1c shows the installation of the overvoltage sensor.
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Figure 1. Configuration of the non-contact lighting monitoring system. (a) schematic diagram of
the overvoltage sensor; (b) capacitance calculation model; (c) installation of the overvoltage sensor;
(d) structure of the tower current sensor; (e) circuit model of the tower current sensor; (f) field
installation of the lightning monitoring system; (g) structure of the monitoring system.
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2.2. Tower Current Sensor

The tower current sensor consists of four parallel Rogowski coils installed on the tower ground
supports to recover the initial tower current. The external-integral way is applied to efficiently reflect
the high-frequency transient tower current. Figure 1d shows the structure of the tower current sensor.
Figure 1e shows the circuit model of the multi-parallel external integral coils. The upper cutoff
frequency fh, lower cutoff frequency fl, and input–output relations of the circuit are shown as follows:

fl =
1

2πRC
, (3)

fh =


5RJ+RL1

2πL1
, 5RJ <

√
L1

C01

1
2π
√

L1C01

√
5RJ+RL1

5RJ
, 5RJ ≥

√
L1

C01

, (4)

um = A1i1 + A2i2 + A3i3 + A4i4, (5)

A1 = A2 = A3 = A4 =
M1RJ

(5RJ + RL1)RC
, (6)

where RJ is the damping resistance, L1 is the self-inductance of coil 1, C01 is the distributed capacitance
of coil 1, RL1 is the inner resistance of coil 1 and M1 is the mutual inductance between the tower ground
support and coil 1.

The setup shown above indicates that the output of sensor um is linearly related to the input of
four tower current i and that compared with a single Rogowski coil, the multi-parallel external integral
coils have a wider bandwidth and can measure the lightning current of higher amplitude.

2.3. Field Installation

Figure 1f shows the field installation of the system. 1©, 2©, and 3© are the non-contact overvoltage
sensors of phases A, B, and C, respectively, and 4©, 5©, 6©, and 7© are the four parallel Rogowski coils.
Figure 1g illustrates the component of the system. The system contains five parts, namely the sensor
unit, the lightning signal acquisition unit, the data reception and general packet radio service (GPRS)
transmission unit, the power supply unit and the subscriber unit. The sensor unit contains four current
sensors and three voltage sensors to record signals of the insulator string and the tower current. Lightning
signal acquisition unit is used to acquire the lightning information and translate them into digital
data. Data reception and GPRS transmission unit is used to achieve the function of wireless data
communication through the wideband code division multiple access (WCDMA) antenna. Via the internet,
termination and the file transfer protocol server (FTP) server can exchange the acquired data wirelessly.
Power supply unit consists of three parts: lead-acid storage battery, power controller, and solar-cell
panel. Under the strong sunshine, solar-cell panel can translate the solar power into the electrical power.
On one hand, it can supply electrical power to the lightning signal acquisition unit, data reception and
GPRS transmission unit. On the other hand, it can charge the lead-acid storage battery for lack of
sunshine. The whole process is controlled by the power controller based on the selected mode by users.

3. Feature Analysis of Different Lightning Stroke Types

3.1. Simulation Model of a 110 kV Transmission Line

A 110 kV transmission line model is established based on electromagnetic transient
program-alternative transient program (EMTP-ATP) software to simulate different direct stroke
faults. The simulation model is composed of five parts, namely, the lightning source, the tower,
the insulator, the transmission line, and the corona model. According to the field-acquired lightning
current data [8], 1.2/50 is a standard lighting voltage impulse (SLVI) as defined by the international
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electro technical commission (IEC) 60060-1. A surge waveform of 1.2/50 or 2.6/50 can be used to
simulate the direct stroke.

Statistical data show that 75%–90% of lightning discharges are negative [21]. Thus, negative
lightning current is taken as an example for analysis in this study. The peak of the lightning current
source is 15 kA or 6 kA for the situations of direct lightning strokes to a phase conductor with or
without flashover, and 60 kA or 30 kA for the situations of direct lightning strokes to the top of the
tower or the shield wire with or without back flashover. The wave impedance of the lightning channel
is 300 Ω [22]. The insulator uses the leader progression model [23], and its ±U50% is 800 kV.

The multi-wave impedance model is constructed to simulate the transmission tower according to
the actual size provided by the state grid of China [24,25]. The impulse grounding resistance is set as
5 Ω or 10 Ω when lightning strokes to a phase conductor and 10 Ω or 20 Ω when lightning strokes to
the top of the tower or the shield wire. The J. Marti model is used to simulate the transmission line
considering the frequency-dependent characteristic [26]. The whole line is 10-km long. A total of 30
110 kV towers are erected, 350 m apart from one another. The whole line (LGJ–240) is protected by two
shield wires (GJ–50). The corona model is composed of an additional capacitor, a direct current (DC)
voltage source, and a unilateral diode according to the literature [27]. For the positive lightning current,
the additional capacitance is 0.65C0, whereas the capacitance is 0.4C0 for negative lightning current,
where C0 is the geometric capacitance of the transmission line. The schematic diagram of the EMTP
model is shown in Figure 2.Energies 2019, 12, x FOR PEER REVIEW 6 of 18 
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Observation points are set at reference tower A to observe the waveform of the insulator voltage
and the tower current under eight different situations: lightning strokes to a phase conductor of the
reference tower A or nearby towers B or C with or without flashover; lightning strokes to the top of
the reference tower A or nearby towers B or C with or without back flashover (Figure 3a). Figure 3b,c
demonstrate the reference direction: the potential difference of insulator strings Uins from the wire to
the tower is positive; the tower current Ig from the earth to the tower is positive.
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Figure 5a shows the situation when back flashover happens, the potential difference of the 
insulator string is decreased to 0, whereas the conductor and cross arm potentials remain the same, 
Uins becomes zero, and Ig has a markedly negative polarity change (Figure 4b) because, after flashover, 
a part of the lightning current spreads along the phase conductor instead of the tower. Tower current 
exists from the moment lightning strokes to the top of the tower to the end, and its direction remains 
the same, that is, Ig > 0. (Figures 4b and 5b). 

Figure 3. Simulation model of a 110 kV transmission line. (a) lightning stroke types: 1© present
lightning strokes to the top of the reference tower A; 2© present lightning strokes to a phase conductor
of tower A; 3© present lightning strokes to the top of nearby towers B or C; 4© present lightning
strokes to a phase conductor of nearby towers B or C; (b) reference direction of Uins and Ig when
lightning strokes to the top of the tower; (c) reference direction of Uins and Ig when lightning strokes to
a phase conductor.

3.2. Simulation for Lightning Strokes to the Top of the Tower

The observation point is located at the reference tower A. The peaks of the lightning current
source are 60 and 30 kA for the simulation of lightning strokes to the top of the reference tower A
or nearby towers B or C with or without back flashover (Figure 3a 1©, 3©), respectively. Figures 4–7
illustrate the simulation results of insulator voltage Uins and tower current Ig at the observation point.
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3.2.1. Lightning Strokes to the Top of the Reference Tower A

Figure 4a shows the situation before back flashover, Uins > 0. Because in the early stage of the main
discharge, lightning current is small, and the positively induced voltage Ui on the phase conductor is
greater than the negative coupling voltage kUtower. Utower is the potential of the tower top. The phase
conductor potential Uconductor = Ui − kUtower is positive. In addition, the absolute value of the cross
arm potential Uarm is significantly higher than that of the phase conductor Uconductor because most of
the lightning currents pass through the tower to the ground. Uins = Uconductor − Uarm > 0.

Figure 5a shows the situation when back flashover happens, the potential difference of the
insulator string is decreased to 0, whereas the conductor and cross arm potentials remain the same,
Uins becomes zero, and Ig has a markedly negative polarity change (Figure 4b) because, after flashover,
a part of the lightning current spreads along the phase conductor instead of the tower. Tower current
exists from the moment lightning strokes to the top of the tower to the end, and its direction remains
the same, that is, Ig > 0. (Figures 4b and 5b).
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3.2.2. Lightning Strokes to the Top of Nearby Tower B or C

Figure 6a shows the situation of lightning strokes to the top of nearby tower without back
flashover. Before lightning travels to the reference tower, Uins of tower A is the power frequency
voltage. When lightning travels to the reference tower, Uins has a slightly positive change because
of the increase of the cross arm potential caused by the lightning current flowing through tower A
to the ground, that is, Uins > 0. The oscillator in the wave tail is caused by reflection and refraction
when traveling along the phase conductor. The tower current remains positive throughout the entire
process, and the wave-head time is lengthened because of the travel process from the nearby tower to
the reference tower (Figure 6b).

Figure 7a shows the situation of lightning strokes to the top of nearby tower with back flashover.
Before back flashover, Uins > 0, whereas after back flashover, Uins < 0 and finally drops to zero
when the lightning transient process ends. This phenomenon happens because before back flashover,
the lightning current flows through tower A to the ground, increasing the absolute value of cross
arm potential. The phase conductor is filled with coupling current, and its amplitude is significantly
lower than the current flowing through tower A, that is, Uins > 0. When back flashover happens,
lightning current disembogues into the phase conductor directly and flows toward tower A, thereby
increasing the absolute value of phase conductor potential and changing the insulator voltage of
tower A, that is, Uins < 0. After back flashover, Uins of tower B becomes zero, and the potentials of
the phase conductors and shield wires become equal. When the transient process is over (about 1 ms,
as shown in Figure 7b), Uins of tower A becomes zero as well because towers A and B are connected to
the phase conductors and shield wires. In such conditions, Ig remains positive.

3.3. Simulation for Lightning Strokes to a Phase Conductor

The observation point is located at the reference tower A. The peaks of the lightning current
source are 15 and 6 kA for the simulation of lightning strokes to a phase conductor of the reference
tower A or nearby towers B or C with or without flashover, respectively (Figure 3a 2©, 4©). Figures 8–10
illustrate the simulation results of insulator voltage Uins and tower current Ig at the observation point.

3.3.1. Lightning Strokes to a Phase Conductor of the Reference Tower A

In Figure 8a, lightning strokes to a phase conductor of the reference tower A, and the absolute value
of the phase conductor potential Uconductor increases sharply at the striking moment. The coupling current
in the shield wire causes a voltage drop when it goes through the tower to the ground; the potential of
cross arm Uarm has the same polarity as the lightning current. In general cases, the coupling coefficient
between the phase conductor and the shield wire is approximately 0.2, and the coupling current is
significantly smaller than the lightning current. In this case, the absolute value of cross arm potential
Uarm is significantly smaller than that of phase conductor potential Uconductor, that is, Uins < 0.
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Figure 9a shows that before flashover, Uins < 0 but drops to zero when flashover occurs. The tower
current increases significantly after flashover because, before this event occurs, the tower current is
a coupling current but eventually turns into a lightning current. Regarding a negative lightning stroke,
Ig > 0 (Figures 8b and 9b).Energies 2019, 12, x FOR PEER REVIEW 10 of 18 
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3.3.2. Lightning Strokes to the A Phase Conductor of Nearby Towers B or C

Figure 10a,b show that the waveforms of Uins and Ig are similar to those in the case when lightning
strokes to the phase conductor of the reference tower, that is Uins < 0 and Ig > 0. After the lightning
transient process, the Uins of tower A declines to zero (Figure 10b). It is because, after the lightning
transient, the average lightning wavelength is only nearly 50 µs, the relay protection device is not in
operation, and the power frequency current still flows through the tower. Power frequency current
has a small amplitude and equivalent frequency and therefore produces a small voltage drop when
it flows through the tower. Thus, the cross arm and tower top can be considered to have the same
potential, indicating that the phase conductor and the shield wire approximately have the same
potential. The reference tower is connected to the flashover tower by the phase conductor and shield
wire. As such, the potentials of these wires are approximately the same, that is, Uins ≈ 0.
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4. Feature Extraction and Identification of Lightning Stroke Types Based on the Polarity
Discrimination Method

4.1. Feature Extraction and Identification of Lightning Stroke Types Based on Time-Domain Analysis

According to the analysis explained in the preceding paragraphs, when the negative lightning
stroke happens, the following features can be obtained:
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(1) When lightning strokes to the top of the tower, Uins > 0 and Ig > 0; when lightning strokes to the
phase conductor, Uins < 0 and Ig > 0.

(2) When lightning strokes to the top of the reference tower with back flashover, the tower current
has a negative polarity change; when lightning strokes to a phase conductor of the reference
tower with flashover, the tower current has a positive polarity change.

(3) When lightning strokes to the top of nearby tower, the Uins of the reference tower is positive
before the insulator flashovers, whereas the Uins of the reference tower is negative after the
insulator flashovers.

(4) When lightning strokes to the top of reference tower, Uins = 0 when the insulator flashovers.
When lightning strokes to the top of nearby tower with back flashover, the Uins of the reference
tower becomes zero when the transient process ends.

These features collectively illustrate that lightning faults can be recognized through the polarities
of Uins and Ig. Through calculating the r.m.s of Uins of three phase conductors with a 10 µs calculating
length of data since lightning strokes occurred, the maximum r.m.s of Uins called Up is chosen as the
study object. The polarity of the area constituted by Up and t-axis (time) represents the polarity of Up:

Urms =

[
1
N

N

∑
n=k

U2(n)

]1/2

, (7)

Up = max{UArms, UBrms, UCrms}. (8)

In Label (7), N is the number of sampling points.
The length of Up is 10 µs, which occupies only 0.5‰ of the power frequency period (20 ms).

Hence, the power frequency voltage can be considered constant during the time. To eliminate the
influence of initial power frequency voltage on the judgment of polarity, the area calculation can be
simplified by moving Up along the y-axis until its initial value becomes zero.

To avoid the influence of the reflection of traveling waves, the computation interval chooses the
moment after the lightning strokes happen to 1.5 µs. The trapezoidal method is used to compute the
area constituted by Uins and t-axis, namely, S1.5. Similarly, in choosing 1.5 µs to 5 µs after lightning
strokes happen as the computation interval, the area constituted by Uins and the t-axis can be obtained
by the same manner, namely, S5.

Parameter Di is used to reflect the polarity of Uins within the time interval [0, 1.5 µs]. If S1.5 > 0,
then Uins > 0 and Di = +1, and, if S1.5 < 0, then Uins < 0 and Di = −1. Parameter Di5 is used to reflect
the polarity of Uins within the time interval [1.5 µs, 5 µs]. If S5 > 0, then Uins > 0 and Di5 = +1, and,
if S5 < 0, then Uins < 0 and Di5 = −1.

For the tower current, the moment after the lightning strokes happen to 20 µs is selected as the
computation interval, and the trapezoidal method is used to compute the area constituted by Ig and the
t-axis, namely, S20. Parameter Dt is used to reflect the polarity of Ig. Within the time interval [0, 20 µs],
if S20 > 0, then Ig > 0, and Dt = +1; if S20 < 0, then Ig < 0 and Dt = −1. Dt and Di are multiplied together,
and parameter D = Di·Dt can be used to identify different lightning stroke types under positive or
negative lightning strokes. The values of D and the identification results are shown in Table 1.

Table 1. Identification parameters of different lightning stroke types.

Lightning Stroke Type Di Dt D = Di·Dt

Negative lightning strokes to the top of the tower +1 +1 +1
Negative lightning strokes to a phase conductor −1 +1 −1
Positive lightning strokes to the top of the tower −1 −1 +1
Positive lightning strokes to a phase conductor +1 −1 −1
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Table 1 shows that the value of D can help distinguish the position of the lightning stroke;
if lightning strokes to the top of the tower, then D = +1; if lightning strokes to a phase conductor,
then D = −1.

The analysis shown in Figure 7a implies that when lightning strokes to the top of a nearby tower
with back flashover, the polarity of Uins is altered, and Di·Di5 < 0; hence, this lightning stroke type can
be recognized.

When the insulator of the reference tower flashovers, Uins rapidly decreases to zero, that is, Uins = 0.
When the insulator of the nearby tower flashovers, the Uins of the reference tower becomes zero as well
after the transient process. Before the relay protection device cuts off the fault, the feature showing
that Uins of the reference tower becomes zero can still be observed after the transient process because
the fastest action time of relay protection device is approximately 20 ms [28], and the wavelength of
lightning current is 20–100 µs.

Choosing 5 µs to 100 µs and 1 ms to 1.5 ms after lightning strokes happen as the computation
interval, the minimum r.m.s of Uins of each phase is calculated, namely, U5us and U1.5ms, respectively.
U5us and U1.5ms are calculated as follows:

U5us = min{UArms, UBrms, UCrms}. (9)

The simulation results show that, after the insulator flashovers, U5us < 0.05 and U1.5ms < 0.05. Thus,
the threshold value Uthres is set as 0.05, therefore, whether the insulator flashovers can be recognized
by these features.

4.2. Feature Extraction and Identification of Lightning Stroke Types Based on WTMM Analysis

Based on the analysis cited in part 3, when the lightning stroke point is located in the reference
tower area, the following characteristics can be obtained:

(1) When lightning strokes to the top of the reference tower with back flashover, lightning current
discharges from the tower to the phase conductors, and the tower current sharply declines
because of the shunting effect of the phase conductors (Figure 11a).

(2) When lightning strokes to phase conductors of the reference tower with flashover, the lightning
current discharges from the phase conductor to the tower, suddenly increasing the tower current,
(Figure 11b).
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Hence, two lightning stroke types can be identified by the polarity mutation of the tower current
when insulator flashovers. The polarity mutation characteristics of the tower current can be extracted
through the WTMM analysis [29,30].

Figure 12a shows that the insulator voltage suffers a sharp edge decrease. The wavelet transform
(WT) modulus reaches a maximum when the insulator flashovers. The third Gauss wavelet is chosen as
the mother wavelet to perform discrete stationary wavelet transform (SWT); WTMM is then obtained.
Given that different decomposition scales lead to different distributions of WTMM, the distribution of
WTMM under different decomposition scales is analyzed, and scale 1 is chosen as the decomposition
scale. The first extreme point k1 corresponds to the insulator voltage collapse point. tflashover is the
detected moment when the insulator flashovers, and the tower current mutation breakpoint can be
detected at the time interval [−0.1 + tflashover, tflashover + 0.1].
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Figure 12. Wavelet transform modulus maxima (WTMM) of insulator voltage and tower current.
(a) insulator voltage and its WTMM when insulator flashovers; (b) tower current and its WTMM when
lightning strokes to the top of the reference tower with back flashover; (c) tower current and its WTMM
when lightning strokes to a phase conductor of the reference tower with flashover.

Figure 12b,c show that the tower current rapidly changes at the peak of the signal when the
insulator flashovers. The third B-spline wavelet is chosen as the mother wavelet to perform discrete
SWT under scale 1 at the time interval [−0.1 + tflashover, tflashover + 0.1], and WTMM is obtained.
To eliminate the interference, the threshold of the WTMM is set to 50% of the maximum WTMM in
the sequence. Parameter PT is used to reflect the polarity of the first WTMM point. If the polarity of
the first WTMM point is positive, then PT = +1; otherwise, PT = −1. In other words, when negative
lightning strokes to the top of the reference tower with back flashover, PT = −1. By contrast, when
negative lightning strokes to a phase conductor of the reference tower with flashover, PT = +1. Positive
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lightning strokes have the opposite results. In Table 1, Dt characterizes the polarity of the tower current
and reflects the polarity of lightning strokes. Correspondingly, parameter MT, that is, MT = PT·Dt,
is used to characterize the polarity mutation of the tower current (Table 2).

Table 2. Identification parameters of shielding failure and back flashover.

Lightning Current Polarity Lightning Type PT Dt MT = PT·Dt

Negative Back flashover at the reference tower −1 +1 −1

Shielding failure at the reference tower +1 +1 +1

Positive
Back flashover at the reference tower +1 −1 −1

Shielding failure at the reference tower −1 −1 +1

Table 2 shows that MT = −1 regardless if positive or negative lightning strokes to the top of the
reference tower with back flashover, and MT = +1 regardless if positive or negative lightning strokes to
a phase conductor of the reference tower with flashover. Therefore, the occurrence of back flashover
and shielding failure at the reference tower can be identified.

Considering the time-domain and WTMM analyses, Figure 13 shows the entire hierarchical
identification method. The direct lightning stroke fault types can be identified into six different types.
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5. Verification for Recognition

Large numbers of simulation data are conducted to testify the validity of the recognition method.
The simulation data are obtained under different conditions. Part of the results are shown in Table 3.
It shows that the accuracy rate of this identification method is high.

The non-contact lightning monitoring system operated from June 2015, an actual example
was acquired at 2:37:25 a.m., 24 July 2015. The sensors are at the 19th transmission tower on the
Fanjiawan–Linshui Line. Figure 14 shows the field-acquired waveforms of insulator voltage and tower
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current. According to the feature parameters calculated in Table 4, it is judged as lightning strokes to
a phase conductor without flashover.

Table 3. Identification results of different lightning strokes.

Fault Type Position D Di·Di5 U5us U1.5ms MT Identification Results

2.6/50 us
Lightning strokes to the top of
the tower with back flashover

0 m +1 <0 0 0 −1 Lightning strokes to the top of the
reference tower with back flashover

700 m +1 <0 1.177 0.002 / Lightning strokes to the top of nearby
tower with back flashover1050 m +1 <0 1.271 0.003 /

2.6/50 us
lightning strokes to the top of the

tower without back flashover

0 m +1 >0 0.935 0.224 /
Lightning strokes to the top of the

tower without back flashover
700 m +1 >0 0.769 0.225 /

2.6/50 us
Lightning strokes to a phase

conductor with flashover

0 m −1 >0 0 0 +1 Lightning strokes to a phase conductor
of the reference tower with flashover

700 m −1 >0 0.342 0.037 / Lightning strokes to a phase conductor
of nearby tower with flashover1050 m −1 >0 0.816 0.044 /

2.6/50 us
Lightning strokes to a phase
conductor without flashover

0 m −1 >0 0.633 0.234 /
Lightning strokes to a phase conductor

without flashover
700 m −1 >0 0.606 0.225 /

1.2/50 us
Lightning strokes to the top of
the tower with back flashover

0 m +1 <0 0 0 −1 Lightning strokes to the top of the
reference tower with back flashover

700 m +1 <0 1.213 0.002 / Lightning strokes to the top of nearby
tower with back flashover

1.2/50 us
Lightning strokes to a phase

conductor with flashover

0 m −1 >0 0 0 +1 Lightning strokes to a phase conductor
of the reference tower with flashover

700 m −1 >0 0.298 0.031 / Lightning strokes to a phase conductor
of nearby tower with flashover
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Table 4. Feature parameters of the field data.

D Di·Di5 U5us U1.5ms MT

−1 >0 0.612 0.211 /

The lightning stroke information according to the lightning location system (LLS) record is shown
in Table 5. The amplitude of the lightning current is 5.6 kA, which hardly causes flashover. Thus,
the identification result of this example is reasonable.

Table 5. Lightning location system (LLS) record of the field data.

Time Longitude Latitude I (kA) Number of Towers

02:37:25 106:41:30 30:33:21 −5.6 kA 13, 14

6. Conclusions

In this paper, a non-contact multi-physical parameter lightning monitoring system is proposed.
The voltage of the insulator string and the grounding current of the transmission tower are chosen
as two physical parameters to show the characteristic quantities of different direct lightning strokes.
These physical parameters are captured using a capacitive coupling overvoltage transducer installed at
the cross arm of the tower and several parallel Rogowski coils installed at the tower ground supports.

A simulation model based on EMTP-ATP is established to show the features of the insulator
voltage and tower current under different direct lightning strokes. Observation points are set at the
reference tower to observe the waveform of the insulator voltage and the tower current under eight
different situations: lightning strokes to a phase conductor of the reference tower with flashover,
lightning strokes to a phase conductor of the reference tower without flashover, lightning strokes to
a phase conductor of nearby tower with flashover, lightning strokes to a phase conductor of nearby
tower without flashover, lightning strokes to the top of the reference tower with back flashover,
lightning strokes to the top of the reference tower without back flashover, lightning strokes to the
top of nearby tower with back flashover and lightning strokes to the top of nearby tower without
back flashover.

Simulation results show that:

(1) When lightning strokes to the top of the tower, Uins > 0 and Ig > 0; when lightning strokes to the
phase conductor, Uins < 0 and Ig > 0.

(2) When lightning strokes to the top of the reference tower with back flashover, the tower current
has a negative polarity change; when lightning strokes to a phase conductor of the reference
tower with flashover, the tower current has a positive polarity change.

(3) When lightning strokes to the top of nearby tower, the Uins of the reference tower is positive
before the insulator flashovers, whereas the Uins of the reference tower is negative after the
insulator flashovers.

(4) When lightning strokes to the top of reference tower, Uins = 0 when the insulator flashovers.
When lightning strokes to the top of nearby tower with back flashover, the Uins of the reference
tower becomes zero when the transient process ends.

Based on time-domain theory and WTMM theory, the polarity of insulator voltage Di, the polarity
of tower current Dt, and the mutation polarity of tower current during insulator flashovers MT
construct the characteristic parameters for polarity discrimination. Six kinds of direct lightning strokes
can be identified based on the polarity discrimination method considering the lightning stroke point
and the polarity of the lightning current. The identification method is verified by simulation data and
is applied to an actual example.
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